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Introduction

The Purposes of This Paper An Overview

THE PURPOSES of this paper are:
To specify some of the requirements of a statistical model appli-

cable to the problem of choice of career.
2. To show some of the limitations of statistical models previously

used to provide career classification information.
3. To propose a statistical classification model which is more appro-

priate to the problem of choice of career.
4. To explore some of the characteristics, advantages, limitations, and

theoretical and practical problems associated with the proposed model.

5. To suggest some initial approaches to demonstrate the power of
the suggested model to provide the information which it claims to pro-

vide.

Analysis of the Problem

The personal decision about which career to pursue should be based on
two t,-'' ^s of information. (Tiedeman and Field, 1964, pp. 3-5). Outside

infor ,ion is a knowledge about the world of things and actions. In
the prGblem of choice of career outside information consists of such items

as occupational information, interests, aptitudes, and educational op-
portunities. There is a wealth of outside information available. It fills
bookshelves and periodicals alike. The quantity of this information is
overwhelming.

There is, however, a kind of information which is rarely available in
useable form and even less often brought to bear on the problem of choice
of vocation, e.g. the basis an individual uses in selecting one course of
action from a set of alternatives. Information of this type has been
labeled "inside information" (Tiedeman and Field, 1964, pp. 3-5). While
studies have been done on the role of desired rewards in career choice



(Olive, 1964; San Diego ..., 1964; Jones, 1965) nothing has been at-
tempted in bringing into play any of the individual's inside information
in a statistical classification model.

In order for the individual to make systematic use of some of his in-
side information these data must not remain internal. The inside infor-
mation must b made explicit and thereby made external where it is in a
position to be combined with other outside data in order to arrive at a
decision. If the individual were to specify his inside information, then
this specification would be an outside approximation of these internal
data. This outside approximation would be outside information.

While it would be desirable to bring to bear all of the bases that an
individual uses in decision-making, the process is too complex. Exactly
what else should be included in addition to the provisions for this kind
of information as made in this model must await further knowledge of
the decision-making process. Up to now, however, there has been no
provision for utilizing even a small amount of inside information. The
proposed model will provide explicitly for at least some of this kind of
information.

The current need for an information system in vocational guidance
is made clear by Tiedeman and Ellis (1965). Their suggested system in-
tends to help the individual to make his decisions rationally. In order to
accomplish this aim, some inside information must be provided for in
such a way that it can be meaningfully combined with outside informa-
tion.

In specifying the counselee's criteria for selection of a career (an out-
side approximation of some of his inside information) we need two con-
cepts. The first is the concept of dimension of job satisfaction. The second
is the concept of level of aspiration.

A dimension of job satisfaction is here defined as a measurable per-
sonal goal related to work, such as the amount of money earned per year,
or the amount of time spcilt in vigorous physical labor. Level of aspira-
tion is here defined as that point along a dimension of job satisfaction
which separates the desired from the not desired for an individual coun-
selee. Some inside information may be specified by his determination of
what dimensions of job satisfaction are significant to him and his selec-
tion of level of aspiration along each of these dimensions. How this in-
formation can be meaningfully combined with outside information in
supplying classification information will also be shown.
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V

Regression Analysis
During World War II the need for obtaining the most efficient use of the
available personnel created an interest in the classification problem. The
statistical models used were most often regression models (Tiedeman in
Tiedeman, Rulon, and Bryan, 1951, p. 167). Although discriminant anal-
ysis has also been used, regression analysis continues to be extensively

employed.
One recent set of regression models has been proposed by Cronbach

and Gleser (1965). These models employ a cost utility technique where
the predicted utility of a classification and the cost of a misclassification
are combined in such a way as to maximize the utility and minimize
the risk of loss. However, they point out that these models are designed
for institutional decisions.

Institutional decisions such as selection of employees may be distinguished
from individual decisions. .. . In the typical "institutional" decision, a single
person makes a large number of comparable decisions. (Cronbach and
Gleser, x965, p. 7)
. .. our report deals almost entirely with institutional decisions. (Cronbach
and Gleser, x965, p. 9)

These models differ in intent from the purpose of enabling the individual
to classify himself.

The problem lies in the imposition of a desired rewards system in the
model (that the individual should choose the vocation yielding the
highest predicted utility/lowest predicted risk). The imposed desired
rewards may not coincide with the desired rewards of some individuals.
Sorenson (1965) outlines a system where regression analysis is used to
predict a set of criteria. This leaves the individual free to decide whether
the predictions are satisfactory or not. However, in this system the inside
information remains inside. The bases the individual uses in deciding
whether or not he likes the predictions remain implicit.

Regression is unsuited for making individual decisions and does not
help to bring inside information outside. In addition, Tiedeman and
Sternberg (1952) have shown that regression may fail to discriminate in
some situations where discriminant analysis succeeds.

Discriminant Analysis
The usual application of discriminant analysis to the classification prob-
lem is accomplished by choosing a sample from each of a number of class-
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es. The analysis is performed among the groups where each group is

one of the selected samples.
Cronbach and Gleser (1965, p. 115) have objected to the use of dis-

criminant analysis for classification purposes. Their objection is that

discriminant analysis ignores distinctions within the groups. That is,

we may find out whether the counselee looks more like a dentist or a

carpenter, but we have no information about his relative prospects for

success within each group.
Discriminant analysis does determine a new set of dimensions which

maximize the among groups variation and minimize the within groups

variation (Ru ion, 1956, p. 23). Therefore, once the groups have been

selected, the discriminant procedure does focus upon among groups dif-

ferences at the expense of within groups differences.

When discriminant analysis is applied in this manner there is no op-

portunity for the use of inside information. We can say how much the

counselee looks like each of the vocations. The counselee may say, "Al-

though I look a little more like a carpenter than a dentist, I would rather

be a dentist." Does he look more like a successful dentist or a successful

carpenter according to what the counselee's concept of success is?

This way of using discriminant analysis is inappropriate to individual

choice of career. The model ignores distinctions within groups and fails

to provide for inside information.

A Combination Approach
Tatsuoka (1957) created a model that combines regression and discrimi-

nant analysis in a classification model. While his application was to the

problem of choice of college major one can easily see how it could be
applied to choice of career. His procedure requires that a cutting point
be selected along some criterion dimension, such as, money earned per

year. He then determines for the individual his joint probability of mem-
bership and success in each of the groups considered. The cutting point

defines the division between success and failure.
Now, if the individual were permitted to select the cutting point, there

would be some provision for the counselee's desired rewards, for some
inside information. However, there is only one dimension of success
available. There are people who prefer a white collar job at less money
to a blue collar job at more money. Job satisfaction is multidimensional
(Jones, 1965). If inside information Is to be provided for, then the multi-
dimensionality of job satisfaction must also be provided for in the model.
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The use of a term, such as, "probability of group membership," as-

sumes that the procedure predicts group membership. There is an implicit

decision rule that the individual should or will choose the career that
yields the highest joint probability. An implied decision rule is incon-
sistent with individual determination of career.

Tatsuoka's model is also inappropriate to individual determination of

career. The procedure fails to account for multiple dimensions of job
satisfaction and includes an implicit decision rule in the model.

Centour Analysis Among Flexibly
Determined Subgroups

A Discriminant Limitation Considered

TAKE A LARGE SAMPLE from a population. Sort that sample into

a number of groups. Run a discriminant analysis among the groups and
differences within the groups will be minimized. This does not mean
that any given differences that exist in the sample must be ignored.

The experimenter has it in his power to group the sample in any way.
The experimenter may group the members of the sample according to
the differences that he does not wish to ignore. Just because the sample
contains plumbers and carpenters does not mean that this is the only
way one is allowed to group the sample.

Perhaps there is no interest in differences between plumbers and car-
penters, but in differences between successful people, and unsuccessful
people. In this case divide the sample into these two classifications.i Per-
haps one is interested in both dimensions of difference, success/failure
and vocation. In that case divide the sample first into plumbers and
carpenters, then divide the plumbers into successful plumbers and
unsuccessful plumbers, and divide the carpenters into successful and un-
successful carpenters. Now we have four groups instead of two and a

1 This is called dichotomizing a continuum and is frowned upon. However, the pro-
posed users of this model (vocational counseled) may not all be sufficimtly sophisti-
cated to use more than ,.wo classifications even though the model is capable of handling
more categories. To insist on using three or more classifications could result in exceed-
ing the sophistication of some users. This is more homed upon since the analysis
would no longer be information for these people.
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discriminant analysis among the four groups will differentiate simultane-

ously on the basis of both dimensions.
This grouping procedure may be extended in the direction of addition-

al dimensions, such as sex; and/or in the direction of additional numbers
of levels, such as, very successful, successful, mediocre, unsuccessful, and
very unsuccessful. The above mentioned limitation is a figment of the
imagination or lack of imagination. In general, the supposed limitation
of discriminant analysis is solved by grouping the sample according to the
differences of importance.

The Model Requirements
A vocational classification information system and the model on which
it is based should provide for inside information in the form of multiple
dimensions of job satisfaction and level of aspiration. The model should
avoid implicit decision rules. It has been shown that regression models are
inappropriate and that those discriminant models and combination mod-
els that have been used in self-vocational-classification are also inappro-
priate.

However, if a discriminant model could be devised that would provide
for level of aspiration, grouping according to the differences of impor-
tance, multiple dimensions of job satisfaction, and no implied decision
rule; then it would be applicable to this problem.

Now the question is whether discriminant analysis is a necessary pro-
cedure. Beaton (1964, Chapter 9, p. 6) has shown that with the advent
of high speed computers short cut procedures are not necessary or de-
sirable. Reduction of dimensionality is no longer an important considera-
tion in a situation where the computations may be done by so speedy
and reliable a process. Classification may be done in the original test
space.

A problem, in addition to those mentioned above, arises from the de-
sire to provide for some inside information. If some of the individual's
inside information is to be provided for, the significant differences
among vocations must be those differences which are of significance to
that individual. In other words, a model must be developed in which we
do not know in advance what the differences of importance are.

These requirements are met by a two-stage design where the first
stage provides for flexible grouping according to the important differ-
ences and where the second stage is centour analysis among the groups
formed by the first stage.

6



The First StageFlexible Grouping

The first stage of the model divides the samples (for example, a sample
from each vocation) into subgroups according to the differences of sig-
nificance. This is accomplished through the use of grouping variables.

Grouping Variables

Grouping variables are measurements that are used for the express pur-
pose of providing a basis on which to form subgroups from the samples.
Each groupAng variable may 1.-e thought of as a dimension. There should
be a dimension provided for every possible difference of interest. The
dimensions to be provided might be determined by a prior study of the
problem to which the model is to be applied:There must be a score on
each dimension for each member of the samples.

An individual may then select those dimensions which are important
to him and he may ignore other dimensions. Any individual may do
this since, in theory, all possible dimensions are provided. This selec-
tion defines a space to be hereafter called the grouping space.

The Grouping Space

The dimensions selected define a grouping space of signficance to
the individual. Along each dimension the individual selects a cutting
point which is to represent a point of importance. These cutting points
then define two areas in the grouping space. The individual is interested
in the differences among the subgroups defined by being in one or the
other of these two areas.

Each member of each sample is located in the grouping space as a
point defined by his scores on the selected grouping variables. That part
of each sample which falls above all the cutting points on all the dimen-
sions becomes one subgroup. The remaining part of the sample, in
which the members are below the cutting point on one or more dimen-
sions, becomes the second subgroup. Thus, each sample is divided into
two subgroups according to the differences of significance to the in-
dividual.

By using two or more cutting points per dimension the samples may
each be divided into three or more subgroups. This is accomplished by
setting the highest set of cutting points and removing the subgroups
that fall above those cutting points on all dimensions. Then the next
lower set of cutting points are specified and again the subgroups that

7
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are above all of these cutting points are removed. This process is con-

tinued until all the sets of cutting points have been used. Then the last
subgroups are removed. The members of these last subgroups are below

the lowest cutting point on one or more dimensions.

The Second Stage Centour Analysis

The first stage of the model defines the subgroups. The subgroups are

then placed in a centour variable space. A second set of variables, called
the centour variables, are used to arrive at centour scores. The scores on

the centour variables of an individual who is not a member of the orig-
inal sample may be used to arrive at centour scores for the individual

for each of the subgroups.

Centour Variables
There are two types of centour variables used The first kind are those
that are never used in grouping. The second kind are variables that are

sometimes used in grouping, but which were not used for this purpose
in the particular analysis in question. Both kinds of variables are meas-

ures believed to discriminate among flexibly determined subgroups.

Measure of Discrimination Power
The power of the centour variables to differentiate among the defined

subgroups is evaluated by computing This is used in the test
of significance for discriminant analysis and multivariate analysis of
variance (Cooley and Lohnes, 1962, p. 118). In this instance the statistic

is used as a description of the confidence we may have that the

centour scores obtained by this procedure are not chance scores, but rep-
resent a differentiation of the position of an individual from the posi-
tion of the various subgroups. The value of --A-- necessary for suffi-
cient confidence will have to be determined by experimentations.

Centour Scores
Centour scores are then computed. A centour score represents in quanti-

tative terms the position of an individual with respect to the space oc-
cupied by a subgroup. Thus, the individual's centour scores, one for
each subgroup, represent his position in the centour space as compared

to the space occupied by each of the subgroups (Cooley and Lohnes,

1962, p. 136).
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Outline of the Model with a Geometric Interpretation

s. A substantial sample is drawn from each population of significant
interest.

2. For each member of each sample measures are taken on the group-
ing and centour variables.

3. The dimensions of the grouping space are defined by the individ-
ual's choice of grouping variables. In Figure i (see page io) the group-
ing space is two dimensional. The individual may choose to leave out
some dimensions.

4. The individual then specifies his choice of cutting points along
each selected dimension (see Figure 2, page 11).

5. In a two-space, for each dimension, a line is drawn perpendicular
to that dimension at the cutting point. In a three-space a plane would be
drawn perpendicular to the dimension and in a space of four dimen-
sions or greater a hyperplane would be so drawn.

The locations of these lines or planes define two areas (see Figure 3,
page 11). The clear section is one area and the shaded section is a sec-
ond area. These areas may be labelled according to the nature of the
problem.

Figure 4 (see page 12) shows the subspaces formed by three inter-
secting planes in a three-space.

6. The sample groups are then placed in the grouping space (see Fig-
ure 5, page 12). Each member's positions on the various axes define a
point in that space.

Those members of a group that fall into the shaded area become one
subgroup and the remaining members who fall into the unshaded area
become a second subgroup. In this illustration each group has been di-
vided into two subgroups.

7. The centour variable space is defined by the axes of the centour
variables. This space will have as many dimensions as there are centour
variables. Figure 6 (see page 13) shows the centour variable space as a
two-space defined by a choice of two centour variables.

8. The subgroups are then placed in the centour variable space (see
Figure 7, page 13). Each member of each subgroup is located in the cen-
tour variable space as a point defined by his'score on each of the centour
variables.

9. In this space is computed and treated as a descriptive sta-
tistic. This will determine whether these subgroups are sufficiently differ-

9



entiated by these variables. The test is to see whether the groups occupy
different subspaces of the centour variable space.

lo. Member scores along these axes allow maximum accuracy of
classification of the members of the total sample on these variables. No
linear combination of these variables will yield a higher accuracy of
classification.

Is. By the use of the centour variables the scores of an individual,
not a member of the original samples, are used to find his position in thecentour variable space. The individual's scores on the centour variables
are used to determine a centour score for each subgroup.

12. By comparing the individual's position with the location of eachof the groups it is possible to say in quantitative terms (centour scoresfor each group) how much he looks like the members of each group.For a geometric interpretation of centour scores see Cooley and Lohnes(1962, p. 136-137).
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Cutting Point in
the Y axis

Cutting Point in the X axis

Figure 2.
Cutting Points in the Grouping Space

Figure 3.
.tlreas of the Grouping Space



C: Cutting Point

Successful Area

Unsuccessful Area

Figure 4.
Subs-paces in a Three Dimensional Grouping Space

Subgroups

a: Group I successful
b: Group I unsuccessful
c: Group II successful
d: Group II unsuccessful

Figure 5.
Sample Groups in the Grouping Space
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B

Figure 6.
The Centaur Variable Space

Subgroups

I a: Group I successful
I b: Group I unsuccessful

II c: Group II successful
II d: Group II unsuccessful

Figure 7.
The Subgroups in the Centaur Variable Space
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Advantages of the Model

The characteristics of the model will now be compared to the require-

ments of the problem. The purpose is to indicate the extent to which

the model fits the model requirements discussed above.

Multiple Dimensions of Importance

This model does provide explicitly for multiple dimensions of impor-

tance. Further, it is possible for the individual to select only those di-

mensions that he considers to be significant to him. Thus, the individ-

ual defines the area of importance.

Differences of Importance

The individual selects the cutting points for each dimension. By so do-

ing not only has he specified the area of significance, but also he defines

the subareas that are to be differentiated. Thus, he determines the for-

mation of subgroups according to the differences of importance to him.

No Implicit or Explicit Decision Rule

There is no decision rule built into the model. It might appear that there

is an implicit rule, that the individual not a merniler of the total sample

should be classified into that subgroup which he looks most like. How-

ever, this is not the case.

If such a rule were valid at all, itwould be valid only if it were not pos-

sible for the individual to change prior to the time at which he must

actually be classified. Therefore, if there is any time between the analysis

and the actual classification there is no decision rule.1 Further, it is pos-

sible for the individual to redefine the dimensions and cutting points of

importance. The analysis would then give different results. There is no

rule in the model, implicit or explicit, for preferring one set of selections

over another.

No Inconsistent Information

Since no predictions are involved there is no chance for inconsistent in-

formation to be part of the output. The analysis will not predict that an

individual will earn minus money or work more than all the time with

I This is also true of the models discussed earlier. However, those models were de-

veloped and have been used for the purpose of making the decision rather than for

the purpose of supplying information.

s4
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people. The fixed natural limits of the various scales employed cannot

be exceeded.

Provides Potential for More Information
Rulon (in Tiedeman, Rulon, and Bryan, 1.95%, p. 175) pointed out the

desirability of making many different kinds of comparisons. Each com-

parison provides new information. Further, this new information is in
each case different from information that can be supplied by correlation
techniques. This model, by providing for a choice of comparisons to be

made, enables the individual to get more information by successive con-

tacts with the model than can be supplied by any other existing tech-

nique.

A Limitation of the Model

The model is limited in the grouping process by not permitting a simul-
taneous study of the interaction of the dimensions of interest. This limita-

tion shall be considered in the situation where the individual makes one
and only one contact with the system.

The individual might select a cutting point at one standard deviation

above the mean on the first dimension and select a cutting point at one
standard deviation below the mean on the second dimension. He may

feel that reversing the cutting points would describe subgroups of as

much interest to him as the subgroups defined by the first set of cutting
points. In the used once case the system cannot provide comparisons
based on both combinations of cutting points at the same time.

This limitation may be a necessary one. One way to provide for si-

multaneous comparisons as described above would be to divide each
group into four subgroups. If a set of five cutting points per dimension

were selected with an alternative set of five cutting points, 25 sub-groups

would be required. If there were two cutting points and seven alternate

sets, 256 subgroups would be required for each group entered into the

grouping space. It would require samples of fantastic size to allow suf-
ficient members of each subgroup for the analysis to mean anything.

Another way to overcome the above mentioned problem would be to
have the counselee specify all of his alternative sets of cutting points
and provide in the model a linear equation which would describe a sur-
face separating the subspaces of success and failure. However, such a
procedure puts the model builder back into the decision rule business.



The model builder's linear equation is not likely to correspond exactly
with the counselee's equation should the counselee specify it (or be able

to specify it).
We could ask the counselee to specify his equation for the interaction

of cutting points along the selected dimensions of job satisfaction. The
difficulty with this procedure is that few if any counselees would be
sufficiently competent.

The proposed solution (contained in the next section) is by necessity
statistically unsophisticated. An adequate model cannot exceed the so-
phistication or the user nor can it merely introduce a decision rale into
a novel location in the model.

Centour Analysis Among Flexibly
Determined Subgroups' as Applied to the

Problem of Choice of Career

IN APPLYING THIS MODEL to the problem of choice of career the
individual is a vocational counselee. The grou:ing variables are dimen-
sions of job satisfaction. The samples are samples from vocational groups.
The centour variables are those variables believed to discriminate among
flexibly determined subgroups of the vocational groups. The model limi-
tation becomes a classification information system advantage.

Multiple Use as a Solution to a Model Limitation

The student may feel that he is successful if he earns $4,000 and does not
have to do any mathematics, but that if he has to spend half of his time
doing mathematics problems then he must earn $6,000 to consider him-
self successful.

The simultaneous study of interaction of the job satisfaction dimen-
sions is not possible with this model if the information system is used

1 It is likely that all potential aspects of the model could not be used in practice
because of prohibitive costs. It is also likely that we can do more in these indicated
directions than has been done and that we may be able to go even further in the fore-
seeable future. In a practical application the potential of the model is reduced to what
is possible now given the hardware available and the costs involved.



once. There is no limitation, however, cn the number of times that the

student may use the vystem. The student may use the $4,000 and no-

computations cutting points on the first analysis. He may use cutting

points of $6,000 and one-half-time-doing-computations on the second

analysis. By comparing the results from the two analyses he has in effect

studied the interaction of these dimensions for the selected cutting points.

It would also be possible to study such interactions systematically.

The amount of time spent doing computations can be held constant while

the amount of money earned per year is varied from a low point to a high

point by specific intervals. Then the cutting point for the amount of time

spent clgAng computations can be increased by some specific interval and

the cutting point for money may again be systematically varied. The

results might then be introduced into other programs for further analysis.

The interaction limitation is not a crucial one since it is surmountable.

In fact, one of the advantages of the system in providing career informa-

tion in a guidance situation is the capacity for and usefulness of multiple

contacts with the system. Tiedeman and Ellis (t965, p. /-9) describe

this advantage.

The Classification Infortaation System

Take a large sample from the population of working persons. A number

of measures are taken of this sample. These measures are scores on group-

ing and centour variables. The system provides for grouping this sample

according to the differences which are important to the individual voca-

tional counselee.
In the centour variable space centour scores are found for this individ-

ual. A test of significance of the discrimination power of the variables

is employed. Statements such as, "Compared to successful carpenters,

unsuccessful carpenters, and successful plumbers, you look most like an

unsuccessful plumber," would become possible. It would also be possible

to specify why the student doesn't look more like a successful plumber.

The First StageFlexible Grouping

The first stage selects from the sample those groups in which the court-

selee is interested. This stage furtner subdivides these groups into sub-

groups according to the within groups differences of importance to the

student.
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Screening Variables

Screening variables are thoie variables that are used to select groups for

further consideration. The vocation name would be a screening variable

as would be the sex of the sample member. If the counselee was interested

in male carpenters and plumbers the screening variables would be male,

carpenter, and plumber. The data processing equipment would then

screen out all members of the sample who do not fit this description.

There would now be two groups, male plumbers and male carpenters.

Grouping Variables
Grouping variables are those that divide the groups into subgroups.

These variables would each represent a dimension of job satisfaction,

such as, amount of money earned per year, amount of time spent work-

ing alone, or amount of time spent doing computations.

If the counselee is interested in successful and unsuccessful male

plumbers and carpenters and he specified that to be successful he must

earn $5,000 a year, then the data processing equipment would separate

the groups into the following classifications: unsuccessful male plumb rs,

successful male plumbers, unsuccessful male carpenters, and successful

male carpenters. Successful plumbers and carpenters would be those who

earned $5,000 or more per year. Unsuccessful plumbers and carpenters

would be those that earned less than $5,000 per year.

The Grouping Space
The counselee may wish to use more than one dimension of job satis-

faction. In this case the division of the groups will be effected by having

the counselee specify for each dimension used that level below which he

would consider himself to have failed in his expectations. If a member of

one of the screened groups is at or above this level of aspiration on each

of the scales then he is placed in the successful subgroup. The remainder

comprise the unsuccessful subgroup.
Ideally it would be better to have each dimension separately used to

define a subgroup. Then discriminations between male carpenters who

work alone more than half the time and make $5,000 or over, male car-

penters who work alone more than half the time and make under $5,000,

male carpenters who work alone half the time or less and make $5,000

or over, etc., would be possible. However, if one had ten job satisfaction

dimensions this would split each screened group into 210 subgroups.



Also a dichotomy is not the only possible way to divide each screened
group. The screened group could be divided into any number of sub-
groups, such as, very successful, successful, mediocre, unsuccessful, and
very unsuccessful. The student would first specify his level of aspiration
for very successful and the groups would be separated into very successful
and less than very successful. Then the student would specify his level
of aspiration for successful and further divide the less than very success-
ful group into two parts, successful and less than successful. This process
would be carried out until there were five subgroups for each screened
group. If each dimension were allowed independence we would have
510 subgroups instead of five.

There are three reasons why independence of dimensions cannot be
allowed at the present time. First, we would have to provide enough peo-
ple in the sample to allow for 510 subgroups of male plumbers. Second, it
would be very difficult to interpret the results on a comparison of 510

subgroups. Third, we do not have the data processing equipment to
handle 510 subgroups. At the present time all the possible interactions of
dimensions of job satisfaction cannot be studied simultaneously.

Options

This first stage is a flexible grouping model based on the individual
counselee's decisions. Each provision for a counselee decision is an op-
tion. These options are : selection of the screening variables, selection of
the grouping variables, selection of the number of subgroups, selection of
cutting points, and selection of which subgroups to retain.

Selection of Screening Variables. The counselee has the option to include
all of the vocational groups in the analysis or to select any number and
combination of groups. He may also decide to compare himself with
those members of the total sample who are of his sex or with all members
regardless of sex. Other screening variables might be provided. In general
these would be organismic variables, such as, sex or height.

Selection of Grouping Variables. The counselee may elect to include all
or any number and combination of dimensions of job satisfaction. He
may elect to use the dimensions of the amount of money earned per year
and the amount of time spent working alone and to leave out the others,
such as, the amount of time spent doing computations.

Selection of the Number of Levels for Grouping Variables. The counselee
may choose to use from one to N cutting points per dimension which
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results in two to N subgroups for each screened group. For example,

he may want successful and unsuccessful groups in which case there

would be one level of aspiration specified for each dimension and two

subgroups per screened group.

Selection of Cutting Points. It is the counselee's right to select the cut-

ting points. He may specify his level of aspiration for the amount of

money earned per year as $4,000, $7,000, $zo,000 or any other amount

he desires.

Selection of Vocational Subgroups. The counselee may elect to compare

himself with some of the subgroups defined by the grouping process and

not with others. Thus, he may compare himself with successful male

carpenters and successful male plumbers and not compare himself with

the unsuccessful subgroups.

Selection Interaction

It is possible for one individual to obtain a very large number of solu-

tions depending upon his use of the options available. If there are 50

vocational groups, nine dimensions of job satisfaction, sex as a screening

variable, and nine possible cutting points per dimension (but only one

set allowed at a time) and he does not elect to drop any subgroups, then

the total number of solutions would be 505°x 3xso10x 1010. It is for this

reason that it is not suggested to run all possible solutions and put them

in a reference book for counselee and counselor use.

The Second StageCentour Analysis

The subgroups defined by the first stage are now placed in a centour vari-

able space. These variables are of two types: variables never used in

grouping, and variables sometimes used in grouping, but which were

not used in grouping in the analysis in question. The centour variables

are used to arrive at centour scores which describe the individual's posi-

tion with respect to the subgroups.

Variables Never Used in Grouping

These variables are aptitude, attitude, and achievement variables which

there is reason to believe discriminate between subgroups. For example,

there could be scores on mathematics achievement, mathematics attitude,

and mathematics aptitude included as centour variables.
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Variables Sometimes Used in Grouping

If the counselee chooses to have all members of the vocational group in-

cluded regardless of sex, then the sex variable would be included as a cen-

tour variable. If a subject was comparing female carpenters with female

teachers the sex variablewould not discriminate between groups, but if the

student was comparing carpenters and teachers regardless of sex then it

is expected that the sex variable would be a powerful discriminator.

Other variables could also fall into this category, such as height,

weight, etc. To be an officer in an armed service one must be 5'4" or

taller. This variable would also distinguish between some professional

athletes and other kinds of occupations for some individuals.

Computation of Differentiation

The computation of sufficient differentiation among subgroups is per-

formed in the centour variable space. If the value of -A- is not large
enough (as determined by prior experimentors) centour variables to dis-

criminate among the subgroups is not sufficient to have any faith in

differences among the centaur scores found.

Computation of Centours
The computation of centour scores for the individual counselee is per-

formed in the centour variable space. These scores represent the percent

of the members of a given subgroup who fall further away from the

group center than the student does (Cooley and Lohnes, 1962, p. 136).

Thus, we can say how much he looks like each of the subgroups in quan-

titative terms.

Further Analyses
Additwnal analyses may be done at the option of the individual, such as,

to indicate along each centour variable the counselee's percentile score as

compared with some selected subgroup. Thus, if he doesn't look like a

successful chemist such an analysis would provide diagnostic informa-

tion as to why he doesn't look more like a member of this subgroup. We

also might be interested in the position of the subgroup centroids with

respect to the centour variables and the power of each centour variable

to differentiate among the subgroups.
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Outline of the System with a Data Processing Interpretation
1. A substantial sample is drawn from the members of each vocation.
2. For each member of the total sample measures are taken of screen-

ing, grouping, and centour variables. This information is stored in a
data bank; perhaps with each vocation on a separate disk. These disks
may be numbered (see Figure 8, p. 23).

3. The counselee selects the screening variables. These variables screen
out those members of the total sample who are not to be included in the
analysis. For each screening variable he makes his selection by typing
the appropriate information on a console according to directions (see
Figure 9, p. 23). (The directions given are not to be considered sufficient
for counselees: but rather, sufficient for readers.) Then the counselee
selects the vocational groups with which he wants to compare himself
(see Figure lo, p. 24).

The computer then reads from disks one and four. It tests for the
screening variables and writes on a tape those members (with their scores)
of the total sample that are to be used in the analysis (see Figure 11, p,
24).

4. Meanwhile, back at the console, the counselee specifies the number
of cutting points to be used per dimension of job satisfaction (see Figure
12, p. 24). Then the counselee specifies his dimensions of job satisfaction
and his level of aspiration along each dimension (see Figure 13, p. 25).
(For some of the dimensions of job satisfaction it would be necessary to
provide the counselee with the opportunity to specify the direction of
the scale, i.e., for some students, doing computations may be desirable
while for others doing computations may be undesirable.)

The computer then reads from, the tape on which the screened groups
are written. 7t compares the grouping variable scores of each member
with the selected cutting points and separates each group into two or
more subgroups corresponding to the counselee's definition of the bound-
aries between subgroups (see Figure 14, p. 25).

5. The members of the subgroups along with their scores on the cen-
tour variables are then read into the computer and __A__ is computed.
It is tested for effectiveness and if is sufficiently large the program
continues. If it is not large enough the program prints a message and
stops (see Figure 15, p. 25).

6. The counselee then specifies his I.D. number (see Figure z6, p. 26).
I The system would require time sharing methods t., that costs could be minimized.
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The computer reads in the centour variable scores for this individual and
prints out his centour scores for each of the subgroups (see Figure 17,
p. 26).

7. The counselee may then specify that he wants a further analysis
(see Figure 18, p. 26). The computer then does a diagnostic analysis and
prints out the student's percentile scores along each centour variable with
respect to that subgroup. It also prints the percentile and raw scores for
the subgroup centroid and the student's raw scores for each centour vari-
able.

Figure 8
Disk Storage

1. Carpenters

2. Doctors
3. Lawyers
4. Plumbers

5.

9.

Figure 9.
Selection of a Screening Variable

DIRECTIONS

Type SEX, Then choose and type MALE or FEMALE or ALL

SEX, MALE

COUNSELEE TYPES
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Figure lo.
Selection of Vocational Groups

DIRECTIONS

xo. Type VOCATION, Then choose and type the numbers corresponding to the voca-
tions you want included.

VOCATION, 1, 4

Disks

%
a
3
4

1 Carpenters
2 Doctors
3 Lawyers
4 Plumbers

COUNSELEE TYPES

Computer

Figure 22.
The Screening Process

Figure 12.
Specification of the Number of Cutting Points

DIRECTIONS
ix. To select the number of cutting points to be used per dimension of job satisfac-

tion, type POINTS, Then type the number of cutting points that you want from
% to 5.

POINTS, %
COUNSELEE TYPES



Figure 13.
Selection of Dimensions and Levels of Aspiration

DIRECTIONS

sz. Type DIMENSIONS, Then type the numbers corresponding to the dimensions
you want used and in brackets, ( ), your level of aspiration for each dimension.
1. Money $i,000 $2,000 $3,000 . . . $soo,000
2. Time Spent Working Alone .1 .2 .3 . . . 1.
3. Time Spent Doing Computations .% .2 . . . 1.

COUNSELEE TYPES

DIMENSIONS, 1(4000), 3(.5)

Tape

Tapes

Computer

0 IF(MONEY-4000) NO

YES

IF(COMPUT-.5) NO

YES

Figure 14.
Flexible Grouping

Computer

0030
0

0400

-C) YES

NO

Tapes

Figure 15.
Test of Differentiation
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Figure 16.
Specification of 1.D. Number

DIRECTIONS

13. Type I.D. NUMBER, Then type in your I.D. number.

COUNSELEE TYPES

I.D. NUMBER, 100120

Computer

Tape

0
100120
102 37.2 . . .

Figure 17.
Computation of Centour Scores

Figure 18.
Selection of Further Analyses

CentourGroup

Plumber(%) 99
Plumber(2) 93
Carpenter(%) 8o
Carpenter(2) 85

DIRECTIONS

16. Type DO DIANAL, Then type in names of the subgroups for which you want a
diagnostic analysis of your position.

COUNSELEE TYPES

DO DIANAL, CARPENTER (1)

Advantages of the Classification Information System

The characteristics of the system will now be compared to the require-
ments of the problem. The purpose is to demonstrate the extent to which
the system fits the problem of choice of career through guidance in educa-
tion.



Provides Practice in Decision Making

The model limitation on simultaneous study of the interactions of job

satisfaction dimensions may not be a limitation on the applicability of

the system to the problem. The model limitation is resolved by succes-

sive contacts of the counselee with the system. Successive contacts, in
turn, provide practice in decision making since at each application there

are a number of options where the individual must make selective

choices.
The system could be introduced into a decision making curriculum at

three levels. First, it provides 'practice in making decisions on the choice

of options where these decisions may be studied and evaluated by the

student with his counselor. Second, it could be integrated into a process

where the student chooses a vocation and the system provides a payoff.

Third, it could be used to identify vocations for which the individual
has both aptitude and interest prior to his asking for occupational
information. Thus, his use of a more general information system could

be less random; and it would be more likely that the output of the voca-

tional information system would be of interest and pertinent to the cotm-

selee, i.e., the more likely the individual would receive immediate positive

reinforcement for using the more general system.

Multiple Dimensions of Job Satisfaction

This system does provide explicitly for multiple dimensions of job satis-

faction. Furthermore, it is possible for the counselee to select only those

dimensions that are important to him. Thus, the counselee defines the

area where success and failure are measured rather than having this area

specified for hint, such as, if the only dimension was money or useful-

ness to his comrades.

Individual Determination of What Success Is

The individual counselee selects his level of aspiration for each dimen-
sion. By so doing not only has he specified the area within which success

and failure are to be measured, but also defines what parts of the area are

to be unsuccessful or successful or some other such labels. Thus, whether
he looks like a successful or unsuccessful plumber depends in part upon
his concept of success, upon his desired reward, rather than on some
standard imposed upon him.



Provides Psychological Information

When the counselee specifies the dimensions of job satisfaction and his
level of aspiration, the data processing equipment records these decisions.
This provides the counselor with a mapping of the student's conscious
desired reward in relation to work. Other decisions as recorded by the
individual's use of the options available may provide dues to his precon-
scious functioning; such as, when he chooses the groups to be compared
with there must be some reason for his not choosing the other groups.

Union of Outside Information and Some Inside Information

Some inside information in the form of the counselee's decisions on the
use of options is combined with outside information in the, form of
measures taken on the members of the total sample and measures on the
counselee to arrive at a set of scores. Each score is a combination of both
kinds of information. Moreover, some inside information has been
brought outside by forcing the counselee to make his desired reward
explicit.

Provides Opportunities for Counseling
Each decision that the counselee makes becomes an opportunity for coun-
seling. For example, if he does not select to compare himself with doctors
we ought to find out what his basis is for not selecting them. This basis
could be erroneous, such as a very bright young man whose family is
poor. If he is able enough, he might qualify for scholarship help. The
basis for not selecting a group may be erroneous. Such errors should be
removed by presenting the correct information.

A similar opportunity for counseling arises in his choice of dimensions
of job satisfaction. The counselee might not choose money as a dimen-
sion. The counselor might then explore with the counselee whether or
not he really doesn't care how much money he makes. The use of the
options may provide cues to what additional information is pertinent
to this individual.

The counselee's choice of cutting points along each dimension would
provide counseling opportunities. For example, the counselee selects one
cutting point for each dimension and the results of the analysis show
that he doesn't look much like any of the successful groups. It may be
that his levels of aspiration are too high. It could also happen in the
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reverse, that his levels of aspiration are too low, and here the counselor
might suggest that the individual could well afford to raise his goals.

Information vs. Determination
If the counselee looks like a successful plumber and looks like an unsuc-
cessful artist this does not mean that he should definitely pursue a career
as a plumber and should definitely not try to become an artist. It only
means that at the present time he doesn't look like what successful artists
look like and he does resemble successful plumbers as a group. The fact
that he looks like any kind of artist is important. This is information.

There is no prediction involved.
If he decides to become an artist anyway then he is aware that he is

different from most successful artists and that perhaps he should try to
cultivate those attributes of successful artists in which he is different. It
also may be that he would look like a successful artist if he was willing

to revise his standards of success.
A more meaningful danger sign would be if he looked very little like

any kind of artist, either successful or unsuccessful. Revising his stan-
dards would not change the results very much. Only changing what he
looks like (probably a great deal) would change the extent to which he
looks like an artist. The direction of desirable change could be suggested
by further analysis.

No Decision Rule

This system provides no decision rule. It does not pretend to tell the
student what he "ought" to be. There is no prediction of success involved.
The system only provides information about where he stands now and
information about the trip he has to travel if he chooses any particular
vocational destination. Properly used, the system cannot become a
crutch- -the choice remains with the student and also the responsibility
for the results of his decisions remains his.

No Inconsistent Information
Since no predictions are involved there is no chance for inconsistent
information to be part of the output. The analysis will not predict that
the counselee will work less than no time with people or spend more than
all the time doing computations. The fixed natural limits of the various
scales employed cannot be exceeded.
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Provides Potential for More Information

Rulon in Tiedeman, Rulon, and Bryan (1951) pointed out the desirability
of making many different kinds of comparisons. Each comparison pro-
vides new information. Furthermore, this new information is in each
case different from the other information and different from the informa-
tion that can be applied by correlation techniques. In the usual system
the choices are fixed by the system, that is, by the constructor of the
system. Different comparisons are impossible. In this system the coun-
selee may compare himself with plumbers and carpenters, then with
successful plumbers and unsuccessful plumbers. He may make a very
large number of different comparisons (see p. 2o).

Avoids Erroneous Information

The system builder's concept of success may be different from the coun-
selee's concept. If the model builder determines success and the individ-
ual looks like a successful plumber he looks like a successful plumber to
the model builder. The system says, "You look like a successful
plumber." However, if what is successful to the model builder is unsuc-
cessful to the counselee then the individual has been led to believe that
he looks like a successful plumber when, in fact, he looks like an unsuc-
cessful plumber. That is, the counselee looks like an unsuccessful
plumber to himself.

Limitations of the System

There would be limitations on the system in a practical application.
These would fall into two groups: limitations imposed by the capacity
of the data processing equipment, and limitations imposed by the size
and scope of the sample.

Each vocational group can be split into many subgroups prior to the
centour analysis. If the subgroups were so numerous as to provide zero
or only one member in a subgroup no centour scores would be available
for that group. Further, unless each subgroup has a substantial number,
then the comparisons would be weak in their potential capacity to be
generalized to other individuals (Campbell and Stanley in Gage, 1963,
p. 189).

The capacity of the data processing equipment could be exceeded by
too large a number of subgroups. If the limits of the hardware were ex-
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ceeded the results would be erroneous or the system might generate no
results.

The practical limitations could be controlled for by placing limitations
on the counselee's exercise of the options. For example, he might be
allowed to use from one to no more than five sets of cutting points. It
might, however, be determined to let the counselee exceed the limitations
of the machinery, thus, to learn its limits.

Summary

IT HAS BEEN SHOWN that regression analysis, discriminant analysis,
and a combination of these statistical models are inappropriate to pro-
viding information for individual determination of career through
vocational guidance. These models ignore the variance among individ-
uals in the level of aspiration and/or the choice of meaningful dimen-
sions of job satisfaction. While these models may be appropriate to the
decisions made by a personnel manager, a labor coordinator in a totali-
tarian state, or to personnel classification in a military service (where

this kind of variance among individuals is of secondary importance),
they do not yield appropriate information for civilians in a free society.

A model appropriate to the problem of choice of career must provide
for some of the individual's inside information. The counselee must be
enabled to specify the dimensions of job satisfaction that are significant
to him. He must be allowed to establish his own level of aspiration along
each of these dimensions as the dividing line between success and failure.

Centaur analysis among flexibly determined subgroups is, a model
which provides for individual determination of level of aspiration and
selection of dimensions of job satisfaction. The use of this model in a
vocational self classification information system would provide the
individual with the opportunity to compare himself with many varied
vocational groups and combinations of groups where the counselee de-
fines in part the composition of the groups. The system provides the
counselor with psychological information about the counselee and pro-
vides the counselor with opportunities for counseling not presently
available.

There are a number of practical problems associated with developing
such a system, not the least of which are cost and the tremendous number
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of vocational catagories which exist. It is, however, my belief that all
these problems can be adequately solved in the forseeable future.
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